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Abstract
In recent years, GPUs have emerged as an extremely cost-effective
means for achieving high performance. Many application develop-
ers, including those with no prior parallel programming experience,
are now trying to scale their applications using GPUs. While lan-
guages like CUDA and OpenCL have eased GPU programming
for non-graphical applications, they are still explicitly parallel lan-
guages. All parallel programmers, particularly the novices, need
tools that can help ensuring the correctness of their programs.

Like any multithreaded environment, data races on GPUs can
severely affect the program reliability. Thus, tool support for de-
tecting race conditions can significantly benefit GPU application
developers. Existing approaches for detecting data races on CPUs
or GPUs have one or more of the following limitations: 1) being ill-
suited for handling non-lock synchronization primitives on GPUs;
2) lacking of scalability due to the state explosion problem; 3) re-
porting many false positives because of simplified modeling; and/or
4) incurring prohibitive runtime and space overhead.

In this paper, we propose GRace, a new mechanism for detecting
races in GPU programs that combines static analysis with a care-
fully designed dynamic checker for logging and analyzing infor-
mation at runtime. Our design utilizes GPUs memory hierarchy to
log runtime data accesses efficiently. To improve the performance,
GRace leverages static analysis to reduce the number of statements
that need to be instrumented. Additionally, by exploiting the knowl-
edge of thread scheduling and the execution model in the underly-
ing GPUs, GRace can accurately detect data races with no false
positives reported.

Based on the above idea, we have built a prototype of GRace
with two schemes, i.e., GRace-stmt and GRace-addr, for NVIDIA
GPUs. Both schemes are integrated with the same static analysis.
We have evaluated GRace-stmt and GRace-addr with three data
race bugs in three GPU kernel functions and also have compared
them with the existing approach, referred to as B-tool. Our exper-
imental results show that both schemes of GRace are effective in
detecting all evaluated cases with no false positives, whereas B-
tool reports many false positives for one evaluated case. On the one
hand, GRace-addr incurs low runtime overhead, i.e., 22-116%, and
low space overhead, i.e., 9-18 MB, for the evaluated kernels. On the
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other hand, GRace-stmt offers more help in diagnosing data races
with larger overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.1.2 [Processor Architec-
tures]: Multiple Data Stream Architectures; C.4 [Performance of
Systems]: Reliability, availability, and serviceability; D.2.5 [Soft-
ware Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

General Terms Algorithm, Design, Reliability

Keywords CUDA, Concurrency, Data Race, GPU, Multithreading

1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Starting from the last 4-5 years, parallel computation has become
essential for taking full advantage of Moore’s law. Prior to that,
chip designers delivered increases in clock rates and instruction-
level parallelism, and enabled single-threaded code to be executed
faster. This changed trend is probably best reflected in the cost
effectiveness and popularity of GPUs. Through a large number of
simple (in-order execution) cores, GPUs achieve very high peak
performance with low costs and modest power requirements.

Today, a variety of non-graphical applications are being devel-
oped on GPUs by programmers, scientists, and researchers around
the world [1], spanning different domains, including computational
biology, cryptography, financial modeling, and many others. On the
one hand, GPUs are becoming part of the high-end systems. For ex-
ample, in the list of top 500 supercomputers released in May 2010,
two of the top seven systems were based on GPUs. On the other
hand, a single GPU attached to a desktop or a laptop is being used
by application developers who never used parallel machines in the
past.

Sustaining the trend towards application acceleration using
GPUs or GPU-based clusters will require advanced tool sup-
port [33]. Though CUDA [1] and OpenCL [23] have been quite
successful, they are both explicitly parallel languages, and pose a
programming challenge for those lacking prior parallel program-
ming background. As we stated above, it is common for today’s
desktops and laptops to have low and medium-end GPUs, making
a highly parallel environment accessible and affordable to appli-
cation developers that never used clusters or SMPs in the past.
Developing correct and efficient parallel programs, however, is a
formidable challenge for this group of users. Similarly, when de-
veloping high-end applications for a cluster of GPUs, a hybrid
programming model combining Message Passing Interfaces (MPI)
and CUDA must be used, making the code hard to write, maintain,
and test even for very experienced parallel programmers. Recently,
a number of efforts have been initiated with the goal of automatic
code generation for GPUs [26, 31, 40, 44], but these efforts are still
in early stages.



Any multithreaded program involves the risk ofrace conditions.
A data race occurs when two or more threads access the same
memory location concurrently, and at least one of the accesses is
a write [39]. As GPUs obtain high performance with a large num-
ber of concurrent threads, race conditions can very easily mani-
fest [7, 27]. Once a race condition has occurred, it can lead to pro-
gram crashes, hangs, or silent data corruption [28]. Besides the fact
that many GPU programmers may lack parallel programming expe-
rience, another reason for data races can be programmers’ unaware-
ness of implicit assumptions made in third-party kernel functions.
For example, one assumption a kernel function developer may make
while aggressively optimizing shared memory use in a GPU pro-
gram is“the maximal number of threads per block will be 256”. A
user of this kernel may be unaware of such an assumption, and may
launch the kernel function with 512 threads. This is likely to cre-
ate overlapped memory indices among different threads and lead to
data races.

Many approaches have been developed for detecting data races
in multithreaded programs that run on CPUs. These approaches can
be classified into three categories: lockset based methods [9, 39],
happens-before based techniques [12, 34, 37], and hybrid schemes
combining these two [35, 38, 43]. Lockset based methods main-
tain a set of locks that protect each shared variable and report a
data race if a lockset is empty. Happens-before based techniques
maintain the Lamport happens-before relation [25] between differ-
ent accesses to each shared variable by tracking synchronization
events and report a data race if there is no strict order between
two accesses to a shared variable. While effective in detecting data
races for CPU programs, these approaches are mostly inapplicable
to GPU programs. This is because GPU programs only use barri-
ers for synchronization instead of locks, which makes lockset based
methods obsolete. Furthermore, GPU programs typically have sim-
ple happens-before relation through barriers, which makes existing
happens-before based techniques unnecessarily expensive.

Recently, two approaches [7, 27] have been proposed to detect
data races in GPU programs. PUG [27], proposed by Liet al., sym-
bolically models GPU kernel functions and leverages Satisfiability
Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers to detect data races. While effec-
tive in finding subtle data races, PUG may also report false positives
due to its approximation of the models. Furthermore, the state ex-
plosion of thread interleavings remains a problem for PUG, even
though partial order reduction methods can mitigate the problem to
some degree.

Boyer et al. proposed a dynamic tool to detect data races by
tracking all accesses to shared variables at runtime [7]. More specif-
ically, for each access to a shared variable, the tool reports a data
race if other threads have accessed the same shared variable after
last synchronization call. While the tool can detect data races, it
incurs prohibitive (several orders of magnitude) runtime overhead
since it is designed for execution only in the emulation mode. Even
though it may be ported to real GPUs, the runtime overhead is ex-
pected to be very large. This is because the tool accesses the device
memory at least tens of thousands of times for each shared memory
access from a kernel function. Additionally, as we will show later,
this tool can report many false positives since it does not consider
all details of GPU thread scheduling.

As we stated above, one of the examples of race conditions we
have observed arises when a third party kernel is incorrectly used by
an application developer. Detecting such race conditions requires
low-overhead mechanisms that only incur modest overheads, suit-
able for an application development environment. While the over-
heads for any tool that performs runtime logging will clearly be
too high for a production run of the application, our target is to
keep slowdowns comparable to those of versions compiled with the
debugging (-g -G) option. Second, the mechanisms must report

very few (or preferably none) false positives so that they can guide
programmers to quickly fix the data races.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we propose a low-overhead technique, called GRace,
for accurately detecting data races in GPU programs. GRace ex-
ploits the advantages of both static analysis (i.e., no runtime over-
head) and dynamic checking (i.e., accurate detection). The main
idea is to first detect data races and prune addresses that cannot
cause data races by statically analyzing the program. For other
memory accesses, GRace instruments the corresponding statements
to check data races during program execution.

Our idea is based on the observation that many memory accesses
in GPU kernel functions are regular and therefore the memory
addresses can be pre-determined at compile time. For example, the
statement “Array[tid] = 3” assigns 3 to the array element indexed
with current thread id. Based on this observation, GRace statically
detects, or prunes the possibility of, data races for a majority of
the memory accesses. This step is expected to significantly reduce
the number of statements that need to be monitored by dynamic
checking and therefore improve the overall performance of GRace.

Certainly static analysis may not determine all memory accesses
in GPU programs. For example, a memory index that depends on
user input data cannot be determined at compile time. In this case,
GRace instruments the corresponding statements and detects data
races at runtime.

Unlike previous work [7], GRace’s dynamic checking mecha-
nism is aware of GPU architecture and runtime systems, i.e., mem-
ory hierarchy and thread scheduling. By exploiting memory hierar-
chy, particularly the programmer controlled shared memory, GRace
temporarily stores memory access information in GPU’s shared
memory, which is much faster than GPU’s device memory. As a re-
sult, GRace can efficiently detect part of data races via faster mem-
ory accesses. Similarly, GRace is aware of thread scheduling mech-
anism and execution model. Therefore, GRace does not report false
positives in our experiments.

In summary, we have made the following contributions on de-
tecting data races in GPU programs.

• Combining static analysis and dynamic checking.Our pro-
posed GRace utilizes static analysis for improving the perfor-
mance of a dynamic data race detection tool for GPU programs.
Our experimental results show that GRace can efficiently detect
data races and benefits significantly from static analysis.

• Exploiting GPU’s thread scheduling and execution model.
We have identified the key difference between data race detec-
tion on GPU and that on CPU, which lies in GPU-specific thread
scheduling and the execution model. By exploiting the differ-
ence, GRace can detect data races more accurately in GPU pro-
grams than existing work. Furthermore, we have explored two
designs of GRace, including GRace-stmt with more helpful bug
diagnostic information, and GRace-addr with lower runtime and
space overhead.

• Exploiting GPU’s memory hierarchy. By leveraging low-
latency memory in GPU, GRace detects data races more ef-
ficiently. Users can decide whether to enable such feature or not
based on their own needs.

• Implementing and evaluating a prototype of GRace.We
have implemented a prototype of GRace and evaluated it with
three GPU kernel functions, including two well-known data-
mining algorithms and one used in the previous work in this
area. Specifically, we have evaluated the functionality and per-
formance of GRace, as well as benefits from utilizing static
analysis and exploiting GPU architecture and runtime systems.
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Figure 1. An example of data race in a GPU kernel function.

2. Background: GPU and Data Race in GPU
Programs

2.1 An Example of Data Race on GPU Programs

Figure 1 shows an example of data race in a GPU kernel function.
Line 6 writes data to the shared memory address with the index of
tid and Line 7 reads the data from the shared memory address with
the index oftid + 1. This kernel function will be executed by all
the threads. It will appear that Threadsi andi+1 incurs a data race
since Threadi reads the shared memory addresss array[i + 1] at
line 7 and Threadi + 1 writes the same shared memory address
at line 6. However, this is not true for all pairs of threads due to
GPU’s thread scheduling and the SIMD execution within a warp of
threads.

All threads within a warp are scheduled together on one multi-
processor, and executed in the SIMD fashion. Thus, threads within
a warp can only cause data races by executing the same instruction.
On the contrary, threads across different warps can have data races
by executing the same or different instructions. Therefore, in the
above case, Threadsi andi+1 have a data race only if they belong
to different warps. This implies that only threads at the boundary
of two consecutive warps incur data races. Without such a detailed
knowledge of thread scheduling and execution model of GPUs, a
tool can easily report many false positives. This, in turn, can make
it very hard for a programmer to debug the application.

2.2 GPU Architecture and SIMD Execution Model

A modern Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) architecture consists
of two major components, the processing component and the mem-
ory component. The processing component in a typical GPU is
composed of a certain number of streaming multiprocessors. Each
streaming multiprocessor, in turn, contains a set of simple cores
that perform in-order processing of the instructions. To support
general purpose computations on GPUs, different vendors releases
their proprietary software development kits, runtime support, and
APIs. These releases include CUDA (from NVIDIA) [1], Stream
SDK (from AMD) [2], and OpenCL (from Khronos group) [23].
To achieve high performance, a large number of threads, typically a
few thousands, are launched. These threads execute the same oper-
ation on different sets of data. A block of threads are mapped to and
executed on one streaming multiprocessor. Furthermore, threads
within a block are divided into multiple groups, termed aswarp
in CUDA, andwavefrontin stream SDK and OpenCL. Each warp
or wavefront of threads are co-scheduled on a streaming multi-
processor and execute the same instruction in a given clock cycle
(SIMD execution). The number of threads/work-items in a warp or
a wavefront varies with the design choice. For example, on NVIDIA
Tesla cards, the warp size is 32, while the wavefront size on ATI
Radeon is 64. The APIs also provide an explicit barrier synchro-
nization mechanism across threads within a block. However, there
is no explicit synchronization between blocks, which are implicitly
synchronized at the completion of kernel execution.

The memory component of a modern GPU typically contains
several layers. One is thehost memory, which is available on the
CPU main memory. This is essential as any general purpose GPU
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Figure 2. GRace overview. Two shaded blocks are the components of GRace.

computation can only be launched from the CPU. The second layer
is the device memory, which resides on the GPU card. This rep-
resents the global memory on a GPU and is accessible across all
streaming multiprocessors. The device memory is interconnected
with the host through a PCI-Express. This interconnectivity enables
DMA transfer of data between host and device memory. Note that
any access to device memory is of high latency and hence expen-
sive. A scratch memory, which is programmable and of high-speed
access, is available privately to a streaming multiprocessor. The
scratch memory is termed asshared memoryon NVIDIA cards and
local data storeon AMD cards. Registers and local memory that
is private to each simple core in a streaming multiprocessor is also
available.

On NVIDIA GPUs, the size of the shared memory on each
multiprocessor was 16 KB till recently (up to the Tesla cards). The
latest GPUs from NVIDIA (Fermi) have a slightly different design
(with a 64 KBcache). This cache can be partitioned into either a 48
KB programmable cache (like shared memory on older cards) and a
16 KB L1 (hardware-controlled) cache, or a 16 KB programmable
cache and a 48 KB L1 cache.

For simplicity, we use the terms from NVIDIA to describe our
work in the rest of this paper.

3. GRace Design and Implementation
3.1 Design Challenges and GRace Overview

It is challenging to design a low overhead, accurate dynamic data
race detector for GPU programs. More specifically, there are three
key design challenges which we list below:

How to handle a large number of shared memory accesses
in GPU programs? Typically, a GPU kernel function launches
thousands of threads to achieve the best use of available cores and
for masking latencies. As a result, a running GPU kernel issues
a large number of shared memory accesses from many threads
concurrently. We need to monitor all of these memory accesses
and check possible data races for each pair of memory accesses
from different threads. This can easily involve a prohibitive runtime
overhead, which is also the key limitation of the previous work in
this area [7].

How to detect data races in GPU programs accurately?As
we explained in the previous section, GPU runtime systems typi-
cally schedule a warp (or wavefront in stream SDK and OpenCL)
of threads to run together on a GPU processor. The threads within
a warp execute the same instruction in a given clock cycle (SIMD
model). As a result, different instructions are executed sequentially
by all the threads within a Warp and thereby cannot cause any data
races. Without distinguishing threads based on warps, a detection
method can easily introduce false positives.

How to handle slow device memory in GPUs?Detecting data
races at runtime requires monitoring and storing a large number of
memory accesses. The best choice is to store these data in device
memory since it is much larger than shared memory, and also faster
than the host memory. However, even the device memory is much
slower than the shared memory. As a result, data race detection for



each memory access is expected to be very slow if all profiling data
is stored in device memory.

To address the above challenges, GRace exploits static analy-
sis, knowledge of GPU-specific thread scheduling, and the mem-
ory hierarchy. As shown in Figure 2, GRace consists of two major
components: Static Analyzer and Dynamic Checker. More specifi-
cally, Static Analyzer first detects certain data races and also prunes
memory access pairs that cannot be involved in data races. Other
memory access statements, which are neither determined as data
races nor pruned by the Static Analyzer, are instrumented by the
Dynamic Checker. It then efficiently detects data races at runtime
by leveraging both shared memory and device memory.

To detect a data race, both Static Analyzer and Dynamic
Checker check one synchronization block at a time. Asynchro-
nization blockcontains all the statements between a pair of consec-
utive synchronization (barrier) calls. The reason for checking one
synchronization block at a time is that memory accesses across dif-
ferent synchronization blocks are strictly ordered and therefore they
cannot cause data races. In the case of no explicit synchronization
calls, the end of a kernel function is the implicit synchronization
point.

GRace currently only considers data races in shared memory
accesses from GPU kernel functions. In our experience, race condi-
tions are more likely on shared memory accesses, since the use of a
small shared memory is aggressively optimized in kernel functions.
For example, variables that are updated frequently and/or updated
by different threads are usually stored in shared memory. To detect
races in device memory, our proposed static analysis (Section 3.2)
and exploitation of thread scheduling knowledge (Section 3.3.1) are
still applicable since these techniques are irrelevant to the locations
where races occur.

It should be noted that the latest NVIDIA cards are also sup-
porting a traditional L1 cache. However, it is expected that expe-
rienced GPU programmers, particularly those developing kernels,
will continue to use and aggressively optimize shared memory even
on newer cards. This is because a programmer controlled cache can
provide better reuse, especially when a developer has a deep under-
standing of the application and the architecture.

3.2 Static Analyzer

In this subsection, we describe the algorithm for static analysis. The
goal of our static analysis is to resolve as many memory references
as possible, and determine if they could be involved in a data race
or not. After our static analysis phase, only the memory references
that cannot be resolved completely, or the memory references that
could conflict with another access that cannot be resolved, are in-
strumented. Another key goal of our static analysis is to help fur-
ther reducing the overhead of dynamic instrumentation. To achieve
this goal, our static analysis determines whether the same address
is accessed across iterations and/or threads. If so, dynamic checker
can perform the instrumentation for only certain threads and/or it-
erations so that the runtime and space overheads are drastically re-
duced.

Our overall analysis algorithm for a synchronization block is
shown in Algorithm 1. The kernel code within a synchronization
block may contain nested loops. However, we assume that there is
no unstructured control-flow, i.e. the loops are explicit, and are not
created with the use of agotostatement. We perform the following,
if the address can be statically determined. All memory accesses are
transformed into a linear constraint in terms of thethread id(tid)
and loop iterator(s) (I). Also, the constraints are parameterized with
the range of values thattid andI can possess. We consider all pairs
of left-hand-side memory accesses to examine the possibility of
write-write race conditions. Similarly, we consider all pairs com-
prising a left-hand-side and a right-hand-side memory accesses, to

Algorithm 1 Static Analyzer

1: for eachsynchronizationblock do
2: for each pair ofwrite− write andread− write accesses

do
3: if staticdeterminable(sh mem addr) then
4: lin constraints[] = gen constraints(sh mem addr,

tid, iter id)
5: addparamsto constraints(tid, iter id,

max thread id, max iteration)
6: soln set[] = constraintsolver(lin constraints[])
7: if empty(soln set[]) then
8: No data race
9: else

10: Extract conflictingtid x, tid y from soln set[]
and report inter/intra warp data races

11: end if
12: else
13: Mark the pair of accesses as ‘Montior at Runtime’
14: for each of the two accessesdo
15: if checkloop invariant(sh memaddr) then
16: Mark as loop invariant
17: end if
18: if checkthreadinvariant(sh memaddr) then
19: if is write(sh memaddr) then
20: Report Intra-warp data races
21: else
22: Mark as thread invariant
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for

evaluate the possibility of aread-writerace condition. Integer pro-
gramming (linear constraint solver) is used to determine the exis-
tence of combination oftid and I for which the shared memory
addresses accessed by distinct threads can be identical. A conflict
could be intra-warp only if the conflict arises between the threads
with identifiers fromi∗warpSize to (i+1)∗warpSize−1, where
0 ≤ i < warpNum. Similarly, a conflict may lead tointer-warp
race if the conflict arises between threads with identifiers that are
across different warps.

If the address can not be determined at compile time, we mark
for analysis at runtime (for Dynamic Checker). After this, all such
pairs have been determined, we next consider how the overheads
of dynamic instrumentation can be reduced. Towards this, we de-
termine if an address potentially involved in a conflict is invariant
across threads. If so, the address needs to be recorded during execu-
tion of only one thread. Moreover, we can only have aninter-warp
race in this condition, as race condition must arise with execution
of a different instruction by another thread. Otherwise, within an
instruction, if the write access (which is thread invariant) is not pro-
tected by atomic operation we report an intra-warp data race.

Also, if a memory access expression is invariant across iterations
of one or more loops in which this memory access is enclosed, it
only needs to be recorded during one iteration of the loop. We later
demonstrate the benefits of these optimizations in the experimental
results section.

Now, we consider a case study withCo-clustering[8], a popular
data mining algorithm. Co-clustering considers clustering along
two dimensions, i.e., original points can be viewed as being in a
two dimensional array. We use a GPU implementation of this code
that was aggressively optimized for shared memory use in a recent
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Figure 3. A simplified code of Co-clustering kernel.

study [32]. A simplified portion of this GPU kernel code is shown
in Figure 3. From the code, we can see that there are four arrays
declared in the shared memory (lines 3-7) and there is one nested
for loop (lines 8-22). Looking into the memory accesses within
those four arrays on shared memory, three of those arrays (rowCS
at line 12,Acompat line 16, androwQualat line 17) are read-only
and the last one (sh rowCL at line 21) is write only. Thus, there
are three pairs of memory addresses that needs to be analyzed for
data races. Next, for each of the three pairs of memory addresses,
we need to generate linear constraints. These linear constraints are
created as a function oftid and loop index. Note that, all the four
shared memory arrays point to the base address ofs floatwith some
offsets. Thus, this offset translation is also accounted for when
formulating the linear constraints. Additionally, we also provide
some ranges for the parameters that are in the linear constraints.
For example, let us considerrowCS[rc]. First, rowCS is translated
based on its offset from the base address ofs float. Then, the
constraint is generated withrc as an unknown. However, the range
of values thatrc can take is known from the loop initialization.
Thus, this range will be parameterized into the constraint. The other
variables in the subscript,numColClusterandnumRowClusterare
constants taken from the user input. Once a constraint is developed
and parameterized, it is fed into the linear constraint solver. The
solution output is analyzed to detect any inter/intra data races. It
turns out, in this example, there cannot be any data races between
reads onrowCS and writes tosh rowCL, and between reads on
rowQualand writes tosh rowCL.

A specific case arises with respect to a variable likeAcomp
where the subscript variable containsindirect accesses(colCL[c]).
In this case, the static analysis cannot resolve the memory ac-
cess, and we mark the address to be instrumented by the dy-
namic checker. Since this memory access can have a conflict with
sh rowCL, it is also marked for instrumentation.

It appears that our static analysis can at most reduce the accesses
to be instrumented from four to two. However, static analysis can
extract other information that can be used by the dynamic checker.

Algorithm 2 Intra-warp Race Detection

1: if accessType is read then
2: Stop execution of this algorithm
3: end if
4: for targetIdx = 0 towarpSize− 1 do
5: sourceIdx← tid %warpSize
6: if sourceIdx 6= targetIdx then
7: if warpTbl[sourceIdx] =

warpTbl[targetIdx] then
8: Report a Data Race
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for

For example, accesses toAcompare invariant across all the threads
in the block. Thus, it is sufficient to monitorAcompfor only one
thread. Furthermore,Acompneeds to be monitored only once in the
outer loop, i.e., whenr = 0, since accesses toAcompare invariant
across iterations of the loop.

3.3 Dynamic Checker

Dynamic Checker detects data races at runtime. Given a GPU ker-
nel function, the Dynamic Checker instruments every memory ac-
cess statement that is annotated by Static Analyzer. At runtime, the
inserted code after these memory access statements records infor-
mation of the memory access and detectsintra-warp data races,
which are caused by the same statement from multiple threads
within a warp. Furthermore, Dynamic Checker instruments every
synchronization call to detectinter-warp data races, which are
caused by the same or different statements from multiple threads
across different warps. Note that the profiling and checking code
will be executed only by one thread and/or at one iteration if Static
Analyzer determines the memory address is invariant across threads
and/or loop iterations.

By separating intra-warp and inter-warp races, GRace improves
detection accuracy, i.e., no false positives caused by different in-
structions from intra-warp threads accessing the same address. An-
other benefit of this separation is that GRace can perform fast intra-
warp race detection after each memory access and delay the slow
inter-warp race detection to each synchronization call. Furthermore,
GRace can utilize a small chunk of shared memory to temporarily
store memory accesses from a warp of threads and thereby speed
up intra-warp race detection.

3.3.1 Intra-warp Race Detection

GRace maintains a table, called warpTable, to store memory
access information from every statement executed by each warp of
threads. More specifically, after each instrumented memory access
in the kernel function, GRace records the access type (read or write)
and the memory addresses accessed by all the threads within a warp
into the corresponding warpTable. A warpTable has one address
entry for each thread, which allows all the threads within a warp to
write the accessed memory addresses into the table in parallel.

After recording one warp of memory accesses in a warpTable,
GRace performs intra-warp race detection as described by Algo-
rithm 2. More specifically, it first checks whether the access type is
read (line 1). If yes, the checking process stops (line 2) since it is im-
possible to have races only through reads. Otherwise, GRace scans
the table (line 4) to check whether two threads access the same
memory address (line 5-7). If so, GRace reports a data race with the
executed statement and racing thread ids (line 8). All threads within
a warp execute the above steps in parallel. Note that GRace requires
no explicit synchronization between updating a warpTable and de-
tecting intra-warp races since both operations will be executed se-



Algorithm 3 Inter-warp Race Detection by GRace-stmt

1: for stmtIdx1 = 0 tomaxStmtNum− 1 do
2: for stmtIdx2 = stmtIdx1 + 1 tomaxStmtNum do
3: if BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx1].warpID =

BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx2].warpID then
4: Jump to line 15
5: end if
6: if BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx1].accessType is read and

BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx2].accessType is read then
7: Jump to line 15
8: end if
9: for targetIdx = 0 towarpSize− 1 do

10: sourceIdx← tid %warpSize
11: if BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx1][sourceIdx] =

BlkStmtTbl[stmtIdx2][targetIdx] then
12: Report a Data Race
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for

quentially (SIMD) by all threads within a warp. This is important
because inserted synchronization may lead to deadlock if the state-
ment is a conditional branch executed by a subset of threads within
a warp.

After performing intra-warp race detection, GRace transfers
memory access information from the warpTable, fully or partially,
to device memory for future inter-warp race detection, which is
discussed in Section 3.3.2. As a result, GRace can recycle the
warpTable for next memory access and race detection for the same
warp of threads. This design choice keeps the memory footprint of
intra-warp race detection minimal. Our experimental results have
shown that typically 1 KB can hold the warpTables for all the
warps on Tesla C1060 (More details in Section 5). Thus, GRace
only incurs 6% space overhead for 16 KB shared memory in Tesla
cards. With the trend of increasing size of shared memory, the
relative space overhead will become even smaller. For example,
the latest release of GPU chip, Fermi, gives the option of having
48 KB shared memory, which reduce the relative space overhead
of our approach to 2%. If running legacy GPU kernel functions
that assume 16 KB shared memory, GRace can enjoy plenty of
shared memory. The extreme case is that a kernel function uses
up shared memory for its own benefits. In such case, GRace can
store the warpTables in device memory and performs intra-warp
race detection there.

3.3.2 Inter-warp Race Detection

GRace periodically detects inter-warp races after each synchroniza-
tion call. More specifically, GRace transfers the memory access
information from a warpTable to device memory after each intra-
warp race detection. After each synchronization call, GRace identi-
fies inter-warp races by examining memory accesses from multiple
threads that are across different warps. After detecting inter-warp
races at one synchronization call, GRace reuses the device memory
for next synchronization block.

By exploring the design space along two dimensions, i.e., ac-
curacy of bug reports and efficiency of bug detection, we propose
two inter-warp detection schemes. One scheme organizes mem-
ory access information by the executed program statements. This
scheme reports data races with more accurate diagnostic informa-
tion while incurring time and space overheads that are quadratic
and linear with regard to the number of executed statements, re-
spectively. The other scheme organizes memory access information
by shared memory addresses. This scheme incurs constant time and
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Figure 4. Data structures of a rWarpShmMap and a wWarpShmMap. Each Warp-
ShmMap or BlockShmMap entry is corresponding to one shared memory address in
one-to-one mapping. Each address stored in a warpTable is used as the index to increase
the corresponding counter in the rWarpShmMap and rBlockShmMap, or wWarpSh-
mMap and wBlockShmMap, depending on the access type. Note that rBlockShmMap
and wBlockShmMap are not shown here due to space limit.

space overhead while reporting aggregated diagnostic information
on data races. We present both schemes in the rest of this section.

The statement-based scheme (GRace-stmt).This scheme of
GRace (referred to as GRace-stmt) literally stores all the mem-
ory addresses that have been accessed from all the threads in device
memory and identifies two threads from different warps for ac-
cessing the same memory address. More specifically, GRace-stmt
maintains a BlockStmtTable in device memory for the threads from
all the warps that can access the same shared memory. Each en-
try of the BlockStmtTable stores all the content of a warpTable (all
memory addresses accessed from one statement executed by a warp
of threads) and the corresponding warp ID. Essentially, GRace-stmt
organizes a BlockStmtTable by memory access statements from all
the threads.

At each synchronization call, GRace-stmt scans the entire
BlockStmtTable and identifies inter-warp data races as described
in Algorithm 3. More specifically, GRace-stmt checks two Block-
StmtTable entries at a time throughout the entire table (line 1-2).
For each pair of the entries, GRace-stmt checks both the warp IDs
and access types (line 3-8). If the warp IDs are the same or both
access types are read, GRace-stmt skips this pair since any pair of
memory accesses from both entries cannot cause inter-warp data
races. Otherwise, GRace-stmt utilizes a warp of threads in parallel
to check whether there are two addresses, one from each entry, are
the same (line 9-14). Once the same addresses are found, GRace-
stmt reports a data race (line 12).

On the one hand, GRace-stmt provides accurate diagnostic in-
formation about a detected race, including the pair of racing state-
ments (i.e., the indexes of the BlockStmtTable entries), the pair of
racing threads (i.e., the indexes of both memory addresses in the
BlockStmtTable entries), and racing memory address. This is very
helpful for developers to quickly locate the root cause and fix the
data race. On the other hand, the algorithm complexity of GRace-
stmt is quadratic with regard to the number of BlockStmtTable en-
tries, i.e., the number of instrumented statements that are executed.
Furthermore, the space overhead incurred by GRace-stmt is linear
to the number of BlockStmtTable entries. Although this indicates
that GRace-stmt may not be scalable, it is expected to perform well
with a small number of statements being instrumented and executed
(See our experimental results in Section 5).

The address-based scheme (GRace-addr).This scheme of GRace
(referred to as GRace-addr) stores summarized information of the
memory addresses that have been accessed from all the threads
and detects data races based on the summarized information. More
specifically, GRace-addr maintains two tables for each warp, one



Algorithm 4 Inter-warp Race Detection by GRace-addr

1: for idx = 0 to shmSize− 1 do
2: if wBlockShmMap[idx] = 0 then
3: Jump to line 15
4: end if
5: if rWarpShmMap[idx] = 0 and

wWarpShmMap[idx] = 0 then
6: Jump to line 15
7: end if
8: if wWarpShmMap[idx] ≤ wBlockShmMap[idx] and

wWarpShmMap[idx] > 0 then
9: Report a Data Race

10: else ifwWarpShmMap[idx] = 0 then
11: Report a Data Race
12: else ifrWarpShmMap[idx] ≤

rBlockShmMap[idx] then
13: Report a Data Race
14: end if
15: end for

for read access from threads within the warp (referred to as rWarp-
ShmMap) and the other for write access (referred to as wWarpSh-
mMap). Additionally, for all the warps that can access the same
shared memory, GRace-addr maintains two tables, one for read
access from all such warps of threads (referred to as rBlockSh-
mMap) and the other for write access (referred to as wBlockSh-
mMap). Each entry in any of these tables maps to one shared mem-
ory address linearly. Specifically, each entry stores a counter that
records the number of accesses to the corresponding shared mem-
ory address from all the threads within a warp (for rWarpShmMap
or wWarpShmMap) or across all warps (for rBlockShmMap or
wBlockShmMap). Figure 4 shows the data structures of rWarpSh-
mMap and wWarpShmMap, which are the same as rBlockShmMap
and wBlockShmMap.

After performing each intra-warp race detection, GRace-addr
transfers memory access information in the warpTable to the corre-
sponding rWarpShmMap and rBlockShmMap for read, or to the
corresponding wWarpShmMap and wBlockShmMap for write.
More specifically, GRace-addr scans through the warpTable and,
for each warpTable entry, adds one to the value of the correspond-
ing counter in the rWarpShmMap and rBlockShmMap, or wWarp-
ShmMap and wBlockShmMap. Essentially, these tables keep the
number of accesses to each shared memory address for different
warps, individually and aggregately.

At each synchronization call, GRace-addr detects inter-warp
races as described in Algorithm 4. More specifically, GRace-addr
scans through all the counters stored in the rWarpShmMap and
the wWarpShmMap for each warp in parallel (line 1). For each
shared memory address, GRace-addr first rules out the cases of all
read accesses (line 2-4) and no accesses from the local (or current)
warp (line 5-7). Then GRace-addr detects data races of write-write
conflict, i.e., writes from both local and remote warps (line 8-9),
followed by read-write conflict, i.e. read from local warp and write
from remote warp (line 10-11). Lastly, GRace-addr detects data
races of write-read conflict, i.e., write from local warp and read
from remote warp (line 12-13).

On the one hand, the time and space complexities of the GRace-
addr algorithm are linear to the size of shared memory, which
is constant for a given GPU. Therefore, GRace-addr is scalable
in terms of the number of instrumented statements, although it
may not be a better choice for a kernel with a small number of
instrumented statements. On the other hand, GRace-addr provides
aggregated information about a data race, which is less accurate
than GRace-stmt. For example, GRace-addr reports racing memory

address and the pairs of racing warps instead of racing statements or
racing threads. However, the bug information provided by GRace-
addr is still useful. For example, programmers can narrow down the
set of possibly racing statements based on a racing memory address
reported by GRace-addr. Similarly, programmers can derive racing
threads based on the ranges of reported racing warps.

4. Evaluation Methodology
Our experiments were conducted using a NVIDIA Tesla C1060
GPU with 240 processor cores (30 × 8), a clock frequency of
1.296 GHz, and 4 GB device memory. This GPU was connected
to a machine with two AMD 2.6 GHz dual-core Opteron CPUs
and 8 GB main memory. We have implemented the prototype of
GRace. Static Analyzer utilizes the linear constraint solver [16],
and Dynamic Checker is built on CUDA SDK 3.0. Note that we
do not see any particular difficulty to port GRace to other GPU
environments such as stream SDK or OpenCL.

We have evaluated GRace with three applications, including Co-
clustering [8] (referred to asco-cluster), EM clustering [10]
(referred to asem), and scan code [7] (referred to asscan). Among
these applications,co-cluster andem are both clustering (data
mining) algorithms. We have used GPU implementations of these
applications that were aggressively optimized for shared memory
use in a recent study [32].scan is the simple code used in previous
work on GPU race detection [7].

In developing GPUkernelsfor co-cluster andem, i.e. in
creating GPU implementations of the main computation steps, cer-
tain implicit assumptions were made. For example,co-cluster
assumes that the initialization values of a particular matrix should
be within a certain range, whereasem assumes that the maximum
thread number within a block is 256. If these kernels are used by
another application developer, these assumptions may be violated,
and data races can occur. We create invocations of these kernels in
ways such that race conditions were manifested. Additionally, to
trigger data races inscan, we remove the first synchronization call
as was done in the previous work on GPU race detection [7].

We have designed four sets of experiments to evaluate the key
aspects of GRace:
• The first set evaluates the functionality of GRace in detecting

data races of GPU kernel functions. We compare GRace with
the previous approach [7], referred to as B-tool in this paper,
in terms of reported number of races and false positives. In this
set, we use bug-triggering inputs and parameters to trigger data
races.

• The second set evaluates the runtime overhead incurred by
GRace in terms of execution time of kernel functions. We
also compare GRace with B-tool. Additionally, we evaluate the
space overhead caused by GRace and compare it with B-tool.
In this set, we use normal inputs and parameters to launch the
kernel functions so that data races do not occur.

• The third set evaluates the benefit of Static Analyzer. We mea-
sure the instrumented statements and memory accesses stati-
cally and dynamically in two configurations, i.e., with Static
Analyzer and without Static Analyzer. Furthermore, we com-
pare the runtime overhead of GRace with and without Static
Analyzer.

• The fourth set evaluates the benefit of shared memory. We
measure the runtime overhead of GRace in two configurations,
i.e., warpTables stored in shared memory and warpTables stored
in device memory.
Note that all the above experiments evaluate two inter-warp

detection schemes GRace-stmt and GRace-addr, both with the same
intra-warp detection scheme and the same Static Analyzer.



Apps GRace-stmt GRace-addr B-tool
R-Stmt# R-Mem# R-Thd# FP# R-Stmt# R-Mem# R-Wp# FP# R-Stmt# RP# FP#

co-cluster 1 10 1,310,720 0 - 10 8 0 - 1 0
em 14 384 22,023 0 - 384 3 0 - 200,445 45,870
scan 3 pairs of racing statements are detected and all addresses are resolved by Static Analyzer - Err* Err*

Table 1. Overall effectiveness of GRace for data race detection. We compare the detection capabilityof GRace-stmt and GRace-addr with that of B-tool, the tool proposed by
previous work [7]. R-Stmt is pairs of conflicting accesses, R-Mem is memory address invoked in data races, R-Thd is pairs of threads in race conditions, R-Wp is pairs of racing
warps, FP means false positives, and RP means the race number reported by B-tool. ‘-’means the data is not reported by the scheme. * B-tool leads to an error when running with
scan on the latest versions of CUDA and Tesla GPUs, because of hardware and software changes.

Figure 5. Runtime overhead of GRace. Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic
scale.

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Overall Effectiveness

Table 1 demonstrates the overall effectiveness of GRace. Specif-
ically, we evaluate three schemes, including GRace-stmt, GRace-
addr, and the previous work B-tool [7]. For GRace-stmt and GRace-
addr, we measure four metrics, including the number of pairs of
racing statements, the number of memory addresses involved in
data races, the number of pairs of threads or warps in race con-
ditions, and the number of false positives within the reported pairs
of threads or warps. For B-tool, we present the number of data races
reported by the tool. Unlike GRace-stmt or GRace-addr, B-tool re-
ports a data race whenever the current thread accesses a memory
address where other threads have conflicting accesses before. It
does not report pairs of statements, threads, or warps involved in
race conditions. For the kernel functions, we use bug-triggering pa-
rameters or inputs to trigger the data races. Forco-cluster, we
launch 8 blocks with 256 threads per block. Forem, we launch 8
blocks with 320 threads per block. Forscan, we do not execute it
since Static Analyzer detects the races and does not annotate any
statement for runtime checking.

As shown in Table 1, both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr can
effectively detect data races. For example, among the reported
data races, there are no false positives for both GRace-stmt and
GRace-addr. On the contrary, B-tool generates 45,870 false posi-
tives, among the reported 200,445 data races forem. GRace-stmt
and GRace-addr are accurate because both schemes leverage the
knowledge of GPU’s thread scheduling and SIMD execution model.
As a result, GRace does not check memory accesses issued from
different instructions that are executed by different threads within
a warp, which are the sources of false positives reported by B-tool.
Due to B-tool’s incorrect use of inserted synchronization calls for
the instrumentation code, it could not be run forscan on the new
hardware and software.

Table 1 indicates that GRace-stmt provides more accurate in-
formation about data races than GRace-addr and B-tool do. Since
GRace-stmt logs memory accesses at the program statement level,
it can report the pair of racing statements once a bug is found.
On the contrary, GRace-addr and B-tool cannot report the pair of
statements involved in a race, since they do not keep information
of the statements that have accessed the conflicting memory ad-

Apps GRace-stmt GRace-addr B-tool
ShM DM ShM DM Mem*

co-cluster 1.1 KB 43 MB 1.1 KB 9 MB 257 MB
em 1.1 KB 0.8 MB 1.1 KB 18 MB 514 MB

Table 2. Space overhead of GRace. ShM means shared memory, DM is device
memory, and Mem is (host) memory. * B-tool is running in emulation mode, which
does not require shared memory or device memory.

dresses before. Furthermore, GRace-addr reports only the pairs of
racing warps, which are coarser-grained than what is available from
GRace-stmt and B-tool. However, diagnostic information provided
by GRace-addr is still useful to locate the root causes. For example,
based on memory addresses involved in a race and the correspond-
ing pair of racing warps, programmers can narrow down the search
range of possible statements and threads responsible for the data
race and further identify the root causes.

Table 1 further shows that Static Analyzer not only reduces
runtime overhead of dynamic checking, can it also detect data races.
For example, Static Analyzer detects the data races inscan and
resolves all memory addresses. Therefore, it totally eliminates the
overhead of running Dynamic Checker for this application.

5.2 Runtime Overhead

We measure the execution time forco-cluster andem in four
configurations: executing the kernels on GPU natively without any
instrumentation, executing the kernels with GRace-stmt on GPU,
executing the kernels with GRace-addr on GPU, and executing the
kernels with B-tool in the device emulation mode provided by the
CUDA SDK. We run B-tool in emulation mode as it is not designed
to run on an actual GPU [7]. For both kernels, we usenormal inputs,
i.e. those that do not trigger data races, for these experiments. Note
that GRace does not have runtime overhead forscan since the
Static Analyzer did not annotate any statements.

Figure 5 shows that GRace-addr and GRace-stmt incur lower
runtime overhead than the B-tool. For example, GRace-addr and
GRace-stmt slow downem by 22% and 19 times, respectively.
On the contrary, B-tool incurs several orders of magnitude higher
runtime overhead, i.e. slowing downem by 103,850 times. There
are several reasons for the big performance gap between GRace
and B-tool. First, GRace-addr and GRace-stmt utilize static analysis
to significantly reduce the number of memory accesses that need
to be checked dynamically. Second, both GRace-addr and GRace-
stmt delay inter-warp race detection to synchronization calls, while
B-tool checks data races for each memory access, which requires
scanning of four bookkeeping tables after each memory access.
Third, emulation mode further adds to the slow-down.

Figure 5 also indicates that GRace-addr is significantly more ef-
ficient than GRace-stmt. For example, GRace-addr slows downem
andco-cluster by 22% and 116%, respectively, while GRace-
stmt slows downem and co-cluster by 19 times and 9,862
times, respectively. This is mainly because GRace-addr’s inter-warp
race detection algorithm runs in a constant amount of time, i.e. it
does not depend on the execution number of instrumented state-
ments. Whereas, the complexity of GRace-stmt’s inter-warp race



Apps w/o Static Analyzer with Static Analyzer
Static # Dynamic # Static # Dynamic #

Stmt MemAcc Stmt MemAcc Stmt MemAcc Stmt MemAcc
co-cluster 8 8 10,524,416 10,524,416 2 2 41,216 41,216
em 7 13 19,070,976 54,460,416 7 13 20,736 10,044

Table 3. Benefits from Static Analyzer, which applies to both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr. Stmtmeans statements and MemAcc means memory access. Static# means the number
of instrumented statements or memory accesses at compile time. Dynamic # means thenumber of instrumented statements or memory accesses that are executed at program runtime.

Apps Native GRace-stmt (ms) GRace-addr (ms)
(ms) w/o SA w/ SA w/o SA w/ SA

co-cluster 43.5 Abt* 429,502 10,889 93.9
em 130 Abt* 2,655 47,861 158

Table 4. Runtime overhead of GRace-stmt and GRace-addr with and without apply-
ing Static Analyzer. SA means Static Analyzer. * Jobs for GRace-stmt without Static
Analyzer were terminated after several hours due to out of memory.

detection algorithm is quadratic with respect to the execution num-
ber of instrumented statements. Both GRace-addr and GRace-stmt
use the same intra-warp race detection method, whose complexity
is linear with respect to the number of dynamic memory accesses.
Note that, intra-warp race detection, which is performed in shared
memory, is much faster than inter-warp race detection, which is per-
formed in device memory.

Overall, we can see that GRace-addr’s runtime overheads are
very modest, making it suitable for invocation by an end-user, who
is testing a full application. If a race condition is detected in a
specific kernel, the user can trigger GRace-stmt, and collect more
detailed information to help debugging the application.

5.3 Space Overhead

Table 2 presents the memory space overheads incurred by GRace-
stmt, GRace-addr, and B-tool. GRace-addr incurs much smaller
space overhead than B-tool. For example, GRace-addr requires
around 9 MB and 18 MB forco-cluster andem, respectively,
while B-tool requires 257 MB and 514 MB for the two kernels,
respectively. The reason is that B-tool maintains two bookkeeping
tables for each thread, where each table is four times the size of the
shared memory, and another two tables for each block. Unlike B-
tool, GRace-addr maintains two bookkeeping tables for each warp,
which has 32 threads in our platform, and two tables for each block.
Therefore, GRace-addr incurs a factor of 28 less space overhead
than B-tool.

Table 2 shows that GRace-stmt incurs lower space overhead than
GRace-addr when the execution number of instrumented statements
is small. For example, GRace-stmt requires 0.8 MB forem, while
GRace-addr needs 18 MB for the same kernel function. This is
because the space required by GRace-stmt increases linearly with
the execution number of instrumented statements, while the space
required by GRace-addr depends on the number of warps and the
size of shared memory. Therefore, we can choose GRace-stmt for
detecting data races in kernel functions where the instrumented
statements are expected to execute for only a few times.

5.4 Benefits from Static Analysis

To evaluate benefits from static analysis, we use four metrics, which
are the number of instrumented statements, the number of instru-
mented shared memory accesses (one statement could result in mul-
tiple memory accesses), the number of dynamically-executed in-
strumented statements, and the number of dynamically-executed in-
strumented shared memory accesses. Note that the above numbers
are aggregated from all the threads within a block.

Table 3 shows that GRace benefits significantly from static anal-
ysis, which applies to both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr in the
same way. For example, Static Analyzer reduces the number of

Apps GRace-stmt (ms) GRace-addr (ms)
w/o ShM w/ ShM w/o ShM w/ ShM

co-cluster 433,056 429,502 120.8 93.9
em 2,764 2,655 158.5 158.3

Table 5. Runtime overhead of GRace-stmt and GRace-addr with and without uti-
lizing shared memory. ShM means shared memory.

statements and memory accesses that need to be instrumented for
co-cluster from 8 to 2. More importantly, the execution num-
bers of instrumented statements and memory accesses for both
co-cluster andem are drastically reduced, which in turns re-
duces the runtime overhead for GRace.

There are three main sources for the runtime overhead reduc-
tion. The first one is memory accesses that are statically deter-
mined as races or involving in no races. GRace does not need to
instrument such memory accesses. The second source is memory
addresses that are invariant across threads. In this case, GRace re-
quires only one thread to instrument and check data races for rele-
vant memory accesses. This, for example, reduces the total number
of co-cluster’s dynamic execution of instrumented memory ac-
cesses by a factor of 256. The third one is memory addresses that
are invariant to loop iterators. This means GRace only needs to in-
strument the relevant memory accesses for one iteration. This helps
particularly withem, where we reduce the total number of dynamic
execution of instrumented memory accesses by a factor of 5,422.

Table 4 further indicates the benefits from static analysis. It
shows the runtime overhead incurred by GRace-stmt and GRace-
addr with and without applying Static Analyzer. For example,
GRace-addr incurs 302 times overhead forem when Static Ana-
lyzer is not used, while the slowdown is only by 22% when Static
Analyzer is used.

5.5 Benefits from Shared Memory

To evaluate benefits from shared memory, we run the kernels with
two versions of GRace-stmt and GRace-addr, respectively. One
version logs memory accesses for a warp, and detects intra-warp
races, in shared memory. The second version performs logging and
detection for intra-warp races in the device memory.

Table 5 shows that shared memory improves the performance
of race detection for both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr. For exam-
ple, GRace-addr in shared memory slows downco-cluster by
116%, while slowing down the same kernel by 177% with device
memory only. This is an expected result, since shared memory is
much faster than the device memory.

Table 5 also shows that the performance gains for different ap-
plications or different race detection schemes varies. For example,
performance improvement caused by shared memory for GRace-
addr onem is negligible, while the improvement for GRace-addr
on co-cluster is 22%. This is mainly because shared memory
is only used for intra-warp race detection for both GRace-addr and
GRace-stmt, and inter-warp race detection is still in device mem-
ory. As a result, the benefit from shared memory becomes more
pronounced with larger number of instrumented statement being
executed.



6. Related Work
GRace is related to previous studies on data race detection, bug
detection for parallel and distributed programs, tool development
for GPU programming, and optimizations of GPU programs. Due
to space limit, this section briefly describes these studies.

Data race detection.Besides the dynamic race detection tech-
niques discussed in previous section [9, 12, 34, 35, 37–39, 43], re-
searchers proposed static methods for data race detection, includ-
ing static lockset algorithm [13] and race type-safe systems [6,
18]. Without runtime information, static methods may generate
many false positives. Additionally, researchers also proposed to de-
tect data races using model checking [20], which has the limita-
tion of state explosion problem in general. Furthermore, happens-
before relation has also be applied to detect races in OpenMP pro-
grams [22]. Unlike these approaches, our work focuses on detecting
races in GPU programs, which have different characteristics to deal
with. To manage race or contention of shared resources, new OS
schedulers have been proposed [17].

Bug detection for parallel and distributed programs. Many ap-
proaches monitor program execution to detect bugs in parallel and
distributed programs [11, 15, 19, 21, 24, 29, 41, 42]. Various tech-
niques [36, 45] have been proposed to reduce the cost of pro-
gram monitoring. Additionally, interactive parallel debuggers [3–
5, 14, 30] help programmers to locate the root causes of software
bugs in parallel programs by collecting, aggregating, and visualiz-
ing program runtime information. Our work can be integrated with
these debuggers to help programmers quickly identify root causes.

Tool development for GPU programming.In the area of general
purpose computing on GPUs, there have been numerous applica-
tion development studies on GPUs over the last 3-4 years. We only
focus on efforts on tool development for GPU programming. As
we stated earlier, there have been two very distinct efforts on race
detection for GPUs [7, 27]. In addition, there has been one recent
effort on performance measurement on CUDA programs [33]. Mal-
ony et al. have developed TAUcuda, which captures CUDA per-
formance events in profile and trace forms. The distinct feature of
this tool is that it does not require instrumentation, i.e., neither the
source code nor the binary code is modified. However, it is based
on an experimental version of CUDA driver, which is not widely
available. This tool is also not designed for race detection.

Optimizations of GPU programs. There have been many efforts
on optimizations of GPU programs and code generation for GPU
programs [26, 31, 40, 44, 46], but none of them have focused on
program correctness issues.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented GRace, a low-overhead approach
for detecting data races in GPU programs. GRace first utilizes
static analysis to prune memory accesses that are either definitely
involved in data races, or can never be in any data race. After this,
GRace instruments the unresolved memory accesses for detecting
intra-warp and inter-warp data races, exploiting the knowledge of
the GPU architecture and the execution model. Furthermore, to
detect inter-warp data races, we have explored two designs, i.e.
GRace-stmt with more accurate bug diagnostic information, and
GRace-addr with lower runtime and space overhead.

We have built a prototype of GRace and have evaluated GRace
with three data race bugs in three GPU kernel functions. We
have also compared both schemes of GRace, i.e., GRace-stmt and
GRace-addr, with an existing dynamic method, B-tool. Our exper-
imental results have shown that both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr
can detect data races effectively and efficiently without reporting

any false positives, while B-tool slows down the program signifi-
cantly and can report many false positives. Furthermore, the exper-
imental results have demonstrated that GRace-addr incurs low run-
time (22-116%) and space overhead (9-18 MB), while being able
to detect race conditions in target programs. The only limitation is
that it provides less accurate bug reports. GRace-stmt, in compari-
son, incurs larger runtime (19-9,862 times) and space (0.8-43 MB)
overheads, while providing more accurate bug reports. Moreover,
the experimental results have indicated the benefits of the use of
static analysis and careful use of memory hierarchy at runtime, for
both GRace-stmt and GRace-addr.

Overall, as GRace-addr’s runtime overheads are very modest, it
is suitable for an end-user to test a full application. GRace-stmt can
be invoked when a race condition is detected in a specific kernel,
and can provide more detailed information for debugging.
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